Motion estimation plays a key role in video coding, but its computational complexity is very high. In order to improve the performance of motion estimation, a hybrid search (HS) 
Introduction
Video coding is a necessary technique for many visual transmission and storage due to limited channel bandwidth and storage space. In video coding, motion estimation (ME) is an important element, which reduces the temporal redundancy between successive frames in a video sequence. Block matching motion estimation (BMME) has been widely adopted in various video coding standards, such as MPEG-X and H.26X series [1] [2] [3] .
Motion estimation is also the most time consuming aspect in video coding because it performs up to approximately 60-80% of the total computation time in the coding system [4] . Full search (FS) can find the optimal motion vector, which exhaustively evaluates all possible candidate blocks in a search area, but its computational complexity is too high. Therefore, many fast algorithms have been proposed to reduce the computational complexity while maintaining good reconstructed image quality. Many famous fast block matching algorithms were developed, such as the new three-step search (NTSS) [5] , four-step search (4SS) [6] , adaptive rood pattern search (ARPS) [7] , diamond search (DS) [8] and other hierarchical algorithms [9] or optimization algorithms [10] .
In NTSS, 4SS, ARPS and DS algorithms, the fixed search patterns are adopted, whether square or rood or diamond shaped. As we know, the content of video is various and the level of motion is complicate. Therefore, the fixed search pattern is difficult to adapt a variety of video sequences. To solve this problem, a hybrid search (HS) algorithm is proposed based on chaotic search (CS) and a small cross search (SCS), which uses coarse-to-fine search strategy. Coarse motion vector is found by CS algorithm. Then SCS is used to refine the search to get the final motion vector. Because HS algorithm combines the ergodicity feature of CS and the locality feature of SCS, it enable to adapt various video sequences. The simulation results show that HS algorithm has higher efficiency than NTSS, 4SS, ARPS and DS algorithm. Furthermore, compared with UMHexagonS adopted by H.264/AVC video coding system, HS algorithm can achieve very similar rate-distortion performance while saving the average ME time ratio 25.52%.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, chaotic search (CS) for motion estimation is introduced. A hybrid search (HS) algorithm based on CS and SCS is described in Section III. The simulation results and discussion are presented in Section IV, and Section V concludes this paper.
Chaos is a common phenomenon existing in the nonlinear system. Chaos has random and messy performance similar to the random variable, but it contains a certain rule [11] . Chaos can traverse all the states in a certain area without repetition and chaos queue is generated by a deterministic iteration. Thus chaos has randomicity, ergodicity and regularity [12] [13] . Because of those properties, chaotic search becomes an effective optimization technique and has been applied to many fields. In this paper, chaotic search is introduced to motion estimation in video coding.
Chaotic mapping
Chaotic mapping is a key role of chaotic search. The typical chaotic mapping is Logistic mapping [14] , which is the most popular and simple. It is as follows:
(1) where  is the control parameter which is between 0 and 4. When 4   , the control system is in chaotic state. i y is the chaotic variable. If initial chaotic variable 0 y is determined, then a certain chaos queue is generated by the iteration according to the formula (1) .
As the different chaotic mapping has great impact on the performance of chaos search, researchers have proposed many other chaotic mappings. One is Tent mapping [15] as follows:
where i y is the chaotic variable and 0 (0,1) y  is the initial chaotic variable. According to [15] , Tent mapping makes better use of the ergodicity of chaos than Logistic mapping, it can generate more even chaotic variables in a certain area. Therefore, Tent mapping is adopted as chaotic mapping in order to improve the performance of motion estimation.
Initial chaotic variables
In chaotic search, initial chaotic variables are generated by chaotic mapping and they are random. However, the initial search points of motion estimation have certain statistical property because of the characteristics of motion vectors for video sequences. According to statistical analysis [16] , motion vectors (MV) have a center-biased distribution, that is, the most of motion vectors are located in the center of search range, as shown in Fig.1 . Additionally, about 81.80% of motion vectors distribute in a square which has a range of ± 2 near the center and about 77.52% of motion vectors distribute in a diamond which has a range of ± 2 near the center, as shown in Fig.2 . Therefore, thirteen points are chosen as fixed initial chaotic variables, as shown in Fig. 3 , in which the solid circle is the center of the search area. 
Chaotic search procedure An Effective Hybrid Search Algorithm for Fast Block Motion Estimation Zhang Ping
The procedure of chaotic search for motion estimation is summarized as follows:
Step1: Calculate the sum of absolute difference (SAD) [17] values of initial search points. The search point of minimum SAD is set as best C .
Where ( (5) where  is the adjustment factor. As formula (2) is shows that the solutions are all positive if 0 y is in (0,1). Then, to extend the scope of the solutions  is added which makes the solutions are both positive and negative.  is defined as follow and
is a random number of (0,1) uniformly distribution.
Step4: Calculate the SAD values of 1 2 1 , ,..., M C C C  and compare with the SAD value of best C . The search point of minimum SAD is the best search point. Repeat step 2 to step4 until maximum search count max Q is reached. 
Hybrid search for block motion estimation
Chaotic search applied to motion estimation makes full use of randomicity, ergodicity and regularity of chaos so that it can obtain good coarse motion vector after one search process. However, the computational complexity of chaotic search is still high and the final motion vector is needed to refine. Therefore, we proposed the hybrid search (HS) algorithm. It uses coarse-to-fine search strategy based on hybrid chaotic search (CS) and a small cross search (SCS), which combines the ergodicity feature of CS and the accurate feature of SCS. According to [16] , cross-shaped patterns can work efficiently on finding small motion vectors within the central 5×5 area. Meanwhile, the probability of horizontal movement is larger than vertical movement in most video sequences. Therefore, small cross search pattern is proposed as Fig.4 . The center point of the pattern, the grey point in Fig.4 , is the best search point got by chaotic search. Along this point, there are four symmetry points in horizontal direction and two symmetry points in vertical direction.
Small cross search pattern
During the search process, SCS pattern is repeatedly used until the minimum SAD point is the center point of SCS pattern. Firstly, the 7 checking points of SCS pattern as shown in figure 4 are calculated. If the minimum SAD point is the center position point, the search process is stopped. Otherwise, the minimum SAD point in the previous search step is repositioned as the center point to form a new SCS pattern and the search process is recursively repeated. When SCS pattern is repeatedly used, the checking points are partially overlapped between adjacent steps. Thus, those overlapped points do not need to repeat calculation and the computational complexity of SCS is further reduced. Three cases of checking point overlapping are shown in Fig. 5 . When the previous minimum SAD point is located at the vertical points, only five new checking points are required to be calculated, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . If the previous minimum SAD point is located at the first horizontal points, only three new points are required to be calculated, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . If it is located at the second horizontal points, only four new points are required to be calculated, as shown in Fig. 5(c) .
HS algorithm structure
The flow chart of HS algorithm is shown as Fig. 6 . Firstly, calculate SAD values of all initial points as shown in Fig.3 . If the minimum SAD is less than the threshold 1 Th , the search process is stopped. If the minimum SAD is less than the threshold 2 Th , only SCS search is performed, otherwise, chaotic search is performed then SCS search is continued until end.
In Fig.6 , the threshold 1 Th is for the static block prejudgment. There are some static blocks between the adjacent frames in video sequences and these static blocks are no motion and motion vector. Thus, at the beginning of HS algorithm, static block prejudgment is performed in order to reduce the computational complexity. The SAD values of static blocks are much smaller than those of moving blocks [18] . The SAD values of all initial search points are calculated and compared with the defined threshold 1 Th . If SAD value is smaller than 1 Th , the current block is defined as a static block then search process is terminated. According to [18] , 1 Th is set 512. In Fig.6 , the threshold 2 Th is for the smooth motion prejudgment. There are also some small motions between the adjacent frames in video sequences. Thus, further reducing the computational complexity, small motion prejudgment is performed after the static block prejudgment. If SAD value is smaller than 2 Th , the current block is defined as a small motion block then only SCS algorithm is performed. In order to balance the search quality and the computational complexity, 2 Th is set 1024. 
Simulation results and discussion
To evaluate the performance of the proposed HS algorithm, two simulations are implemented and compared. One is the comparison with several famous fast motion estimation algorithms. The other is the comparison with UMHexagonS algorithm in H.264/AVC coding system.
Comparison with other motion estimation algorithms
In this simulation, we use the average PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio) to measure the accuracy of motion estimation and use the average search points to measure the computational complexity of motion estimation. FS algorithm and several famous fast motion estimation algorithm such as NTSS, 4SS, ARPS and DS are selected to compare with the proposed HS algorithm. The details of the test sequences used are as follow: Mother, Ice, Highway, Vectra, Football. The motions of Mother and Ice are smooth. Highway and Vectra have middle motion. And Football has more violent motion. All five sequences have CIF format, 352×288 with 30fps. The frame structure is IPPP… and the number of frames of all sequences is 100. The block size is 16×16 pixels and the search range is ±16 pixels. Maximum chaotic variable M is 5, maximum search count max Q is 3.Simulation results are expressed in average PSNR (dB) per frame and average search points used per block. The average PSNR value is shown in Table 1 . As observed from Table1, HS algorithm has the same search accuracy as ARPS and DS for the smooth sequences. With the increase of motion degree, HS can perform better than NTSS, 4SS, ARPS and DS. For instance, the PSNR of HS is about 1.4-3.9dB higher than that of NTSS, 4SS, ARPS and DS for Vectra and Football. The variety of motion is diverse in middle and violent sequences, then the fixed search pattern used by NTSS, 4SS, ARPS and DS can not adapt well and have poor performance because they are easily trapped in local minimum for diverse motion. However, HS uses coarse-to-fine search strategy based on CS and SCS so that it is better to adapt various video sequences. For average PSNR value of all video sequences, the PSNR of HS is higher than that of other algorithms at least 1.01-1.49dB. The average search points are shown in Table 2 . As observed from the Table 2 , the average search points of HS are less than that of NTSS, 4SS, DS and a little more than that of ARPS. But the average PSNR value of ARPS is less than HS up to 1.22dB.
Thus, HS has good performance in terms of the search quality and computational complexity.
Comparison with UMHexagonS algorithm in H.264/AVC coding system
In this simulation, we implemented the HS algorithm in H.264/AVC coding system compared with UMHexagonS algorithm. The H.264/AVC reference software version is JM17.2 [19] . UMHexagonS [20] is adopted by H.264/AVC coding system. It combines many new techniques for motion estimation such as new motion vector prediction, early termination and multi reference frames. The test condition for simulation is: GOP structure is IPPP…, the size of macro block is 16×16, search area is16, the values quantization parameter (QP) are 16/24/32/40, number of reference frames is five, number of encoded frame is 100, RDO is off, rate control is off and CABAC encoding is used. Table 3 shows the performance comparison of UMHexagonS and HS based on average peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), average bit rate and average motion estimation time. QP is 24. In order to evaluate the complexity reduction, / HS US T  (%) is defined as ME time saving ratio of HS relative to UMHexagonS. The detail is as follows: As shown in Table 3 , HS has an average degradation of 0.01dB in PSNR performance and an average increase of 0.38% of bit rate performance compared with UMHexagonS. Consequently, HS can achieve very similar rate-distortion performance to UMHexagonS. But for the average motion estimation time, HS can save the average ME time ratio 25.52% compared with UMHexagonS. Fig. 7 shows the rate-distortion performance curves of HS and UMHexagonS for all sequences. According to this figure, the rate distortion performance of HS is very close to UMHexagonS. Therefore, the overall performance of HS has absolute advantage and much more easily to be applied in real-time video encoding. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a hybrid search (HS) algorithm for fast motion estimation is proposed. HS algorithm uses coarse-to-fine search strategy based on the ergodicity feature of chaotic search (CS) and the accurate feature of small cross search (SCS). Meanwhile, HS algorithm adopts the static block prejudgment and smooth motion prejudgment further reducing the computational complexity. The simulation results show that HS algorithm can provide good rate-distortion performance while saving motion estimation time. Consequently, HS algorithm is suitable to be applied in real video coding systems. 
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